Greyhounds Available 3rd September 2022
All greyhounds adopted from GAP are desexed, vaccinated, microchipped, wormed, and health checked. During the
foster process, they quickly and easily make the transition from being a racing animal to pet.
GAP Source Number: BR100399

The following greyhounds are all best suited to children 10 years and over and
prefer the company of another dog. (YELLOW GROUP)
Please note: There are no cat tolerant greyhounds available today.
The greyhounds in attendance today will go to the first suitable family.

Stuart
Age: 2 years old (whelped 15 Apr 2020)
Racing Name: REIKO BISHOP
Microchip: 956000012138563
Stuart is a young boy who has spent some time in foster care. He has enjoyed the
company of another greyhound and has been willing to learn a lot of the resident!
He is a respectful dog and has been exceptionally well behaved! He initially did not
enjoy spending time outside, but learned to love it. He is very affectionate and
enjoys pats from his people. Stuart is toilet trained and had no accidents in the
home. He will be looking for a home where his family will shower him in toys and
love. Stuart may be happy to live with children aged 10 years plus and with another
medium or large canine companion.

Caleb
Age: 2 years old (whelped 13 Nov 2019)
Microchip: 956000012142132
Caleb is one cool dude! We best describe Caleb has an excitable sweetheart, he
can be very affectionate and personable but does like to let his puppyish side shine
from time to time! When Caleb first came to us he still had a lot to learn, and since
going through our Behavioural Rehabilitation Program he has improved out of sight!
We think Caleb is now equipped with the skills to thrive in a new home and he will
only continue to get better as he learns more and more. We think it is best for Caleb
to go to a home with another medium/large sized doggo so that he has a bestie to
play with. He would also absolutely love a home with some space to run and do
massive zoomies! Caleb may also suit living with children 10 years and older.

Paddy
Age: 3 years old (whelped 19 Feb 2019)
Racing Name: KID TULLAMORE
Microchip: 956000006355499
Mr. Paddy is finally ready for adoption after completing foster care and further
training. A staff favourite and a tank of a dog, we're sure you'll fall head over heels
in love with this boy. He is super sweet, confident and just fun to be around! Paddy
is looking for a home with another medium or large canine companion and children
aged 10 years and over.
Paddy has completed some extra behavioural rehabilitation training and is now
ready for adoption!
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Liza
Age: 3 years old (whelped 11 Jun 2019)
Microchip: 956000011090807
Liza is a friendly and outgoing doggo who is very excitable and has a lot of energy
to burn! She is only a young girl, so she still has her puppyish nature and would love
an owner who is prepared to take her for walks and throw the ball for her in the
backyard. We have been doing some extra work with Liza and teaching her some
house manners so she will be even more prepared for when she finds her forever
home. Liza is okay to live with medium or large canine company and children aged
10 years and over. Liza has a mild heart murmur, she requires no special care for
this and can be treated as normal.

Cleo
Age: 3 years old (whelped 19 Mar 2019)
Microchip: 956000006670474
Cleo is back from foster care and finally ready for adoption. Cleo is a lovely, friendly
and puppyish girl who can be a little anxious at times. She is a girl who finds smaller
dogs absolutely alien and she can be quite scared of them. She is looking for a
home where her adopters will understand she can be terrified of other dogs and will
need understanding to ensure she not forced into social situations. She feels more
comfortable outside than inside so a patient owner is a must - she needs to be
allowed to get used to pet life at her own pace. Cleo may be better suited to a
quieter neighborhood or town and will be looking for a home with no children or
small dogs.

Harley
Age: 2 years old (whelped 18 Oct 2019)
Racing Name: CALL ME ACE
Microchip: 956000011144285
Harley's race name is pretty appropriate - we reckon he's "ace" too! Harley is an
affectionate boy who enjoys pats and going for walks. He can be a bit strong on the
lead when he's excited, but this is easily managed with some basic training. Harley
absolutely LOVES going for a swim, and has a pretty unique splashing style! He
would love to find a family where he can go swimming and to fulfill his dreams of
going to the beach. Harley would likely be ok with children aged 15 years or older,
and would prefer a home with a medium or large canine buddy for company.

Marsh
Age: 3 years old (whelped 03 Apr 2019)
Racing Name: SAINT JOBE
Microchip: 956000006666993
Marsh is affectionate, friendly and enjoys activity. He can be a bit hesitant when he
first heads out for a walk but all he needs is a little encouragement. He is looking for
a home with a large canine sister and he would suit a family with kids over 10 years
as he can be bouncy at times, a backyard is ideal for him to play in. Joyful Marsh
has completed his behavioural training program and he will be looking to enjoying
further training in his adoptive home. He can guard his treasures (toys and treats)
so this will require management in his adoptive home.
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Greyhounds Available 3rd September 2022
All greyhounds adopted from GAP are desexed, vaccinated, microchipped, wormed, and health checked. During the
foster process, they quickly and easily make the transition from being a racing animal to pet.
GAP Source Number: BR100399

The following greyhounds are all best suited to children 5 to 10yrs and don’t
need the company of another dog. (BLUE GROUP)
Please note: There are no cat tolerant greyhounds available today.
The greyhounds in attendance today will go to the first suitable family.

Ronald
Age: 5 years old (whelped 13 Oct 2016)
Racing Name: COSMIC OX
Microchip: 956000003249902
Poor Ronald has been waiting 267 days for his forever home! We can't believe it.
We feel as sad as Ronald does that no one has fallen in love with him yet.
Ronald is a friendly boy who walks nicely on the lead. Yep, he's just another plain
black dog but under that coat is a heart of gold. He would prefer a home with a
backyard for the occasional zoomie, and he reckons it would be ok to live with full
time workers. He would likely be ok with children aged 5 years or older.
Let's get this boy adopted - give us a call on 57990166 to find out more!

Buttons
Age: 4 years old (whelped 24 Mar 2018)
Racing Name: SAINT FIONA
Microchip: 956000009482254
Cute as a button! Little Buttons is a very sweet and friendly girl and is super
excited that it is her turn to find a new forever home! We have been doing some
extra work with Buttons in our behaviour program and teaching her the best ways
to socialise with other dogs and how to make new friends in an appropriate
manner. We think Buttons has truly come a very long way, especially with her lead
skills, she is quite a pleasant doggo to walk and will especially love going for walks
with her new family. We think Buttons may be okay on her own or with another
doggo friend of medium or large size, she may also be suitable to live with
children 5 years and older.

Frog
Age: 5 years old (whelped 05 Oct 2016)
Racing Name: BRAVE HEARTED
Microchip: 956000004890874
Meet Frog, the happy long boi! Frog is a friendly and affectionate fella who can be
excitable at times, he just loves to have fun! We have been doing some extra work
with Frog in our Behavioural Rehabilitation Program and he has picked up on a lot
of new skills and is now ready to take on pet life. We think Frog will make an
awesome addition to his new forever family and we just can't wait to see this boy
thrive in a new home. Frog may be okay to live as an only dog or may enjoy the
company of another medium/large doggo friend. Frog does enjoy doing his
zoomies too from time to time so we think it's best if he goes to a home with a
backyard and space to run!
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Tango
Age: 3 years old (whelped 28 Nov 2018)
Racing Name: BIG TANGO
Microchip: 956000006355035
It takes two to tango, and that's why this Tango is looking for his new person/s!
Tango's absolute favourite thing in the world is his scratches, he did some time in
our Foster Care Program where is carer found his favourite scratchy spot is on his
chest area between his legs! Tango can be described as friendly, confident and
affectionate and would love some space in his new home to run around freely. We
think he may be okay on his own or with a medium/large doggo friend and children
aged 5 years and older.

Speedy
Age: 11 years old (whelped 02 Jan 2011)
Racing Name: SPEED LANE
Microchip: 956000002027687
Speedy came into GAP with her sister Lily and are looking for a new home. She is
an old girl, but with plenty of love to give. She can be a little worried by things but
recovers well. She will be looking for a home where she can live out the rest of her
days laying in the sun and enjoying life. Speedy may suit living in an apartment as
long as there is an elevator and she doesn't have to do any stairs. She may also
suit a home with an older owner, or with children aged 5 plus or with full time
workers.

Honey
Age: 8 years old (whelped 02 Mar 2014)
Racing Name: SERIOUSLY WICKED
Microchip: 956000003650826
Doesn't she look sweet, just like honey! Honey is a super friendly and affectionate
girl who loves doing zoooomies! She has just the softest coat and would love to
find her forever family who can brush her and give her lots of pats. We think
Honey should be okay as an only dog, but she might also love some medium or
large canine company to run around with. She is quite easy to handle on the lead
so we think she may even do well in an apartment! Honey has had a past issue
with her leg, she enjoys moderate exercise, talk to our adoption staff to see if she
would suit you.

Jan
Age: 3 years old (whelped 08 Apr 2019)
Racing Name: ROWCHESTER JAN
Microchip: 956000006672566
Check out the cheeky grin on Jan! Jan is an outgoing and confident girl who is
super excited to finally find a new forever home! Jan has been an excellent
student with us at GAP and has now graduated from the Behavioural
Rehabilitation Program where she learned heaps of new social skills! We think
Jan is now ready to find a new family and put all those new skills into practice.
She may be okay to live as an only dog or may enjoy the company of a
medium/large doggo friend and children 5 years and older. Jan has a mild Heart
Murmur that requires no special care and she can exercise normally, talk to our
Adoption team to see if she is for you.
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Pinky
Age: 5 years old (whelped 26 Sep 2016)
Racing Name: PINK TIARA
Microchip: 956000005389589
Pinky is a gorgeous girl who has come in leaps and bounds since she entered the
program. She is a very easy girl to have around and should fit into most
households well. Pinky would prefer a home where she is the only dog as she
loves to be the center of attention! Pinky may be happy to live with school aged
children and full time workers. Pinky has completed some extra behavioural
rehabilitation training and is now ready for adoption!

Locky
Age: 3 years old (whelped 11 Jun 2019)
Racing Name: LOCKY
Microchip: 956000011150327
Isn't Locky a cute big fella! Locky the big boy is a friendly and affectionate doggo
who just looooves to lean in for pats and scratches! When Locky first came to us
he still had a lot to learn, but since then he has gone through the Behavioural
Rehabilitation Program with the team and is now ready for adoption with an array
of new skills for pet life! Locky is super excited to meet his new forever family who
can take him on long walkies and give him all the pats in the world. We think
Locky may be okay to live as an only dog or may enjoy the company of a
medium/large doggo friend and children 5 years and older.

Lolita
Age: 6 years old (whelped 27 Jan 2016)
Racing Name: ASTON LOLITA
Microchip: 956000005580479
Lolita is a lovely quiet girl who is very friendly and easy to handle. She tested well
with dogs of all sizes and due to her temperament she may suit apartment living.
Lolita enjoys moderate exercise, she has had a past issue with a hind leg, and a
pulpotomy of a tooth (a dental crown-), talk to our Adoption team to see if she
would suit you or your family.

Lauryn
Age: 5 years old (whelped 15 Jun 2017)
Racing Name: SONIC LAURYN
Microchip: 956000005576546
Check out the pose on Lauryn! She may look like a serious girl, but Lauryn is
secretly a very friendly and affectionate doggo. Lauryn is also an excitable girl and
can let her puppyish side come out at times too! Lauryn has spent some time with
the team at GAP doing extra work as part of the Behavioural Rehabilitation
Program where she has learned how best to socialise with other doggos. She has
come a very long way and we think she is now ready to find her forever home! We
think Lauryn may be okay as an only dog or may enjoy the company of another
doggo friend of medium/large size and may also be okay to live with children 5
years and older. Lauryn has a mild heart murmur, this does not effect her and she
can be treated as normal.
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Kira
Age: 2 years old (whelped 06 Dec 2019)
Racing Name: KIRA'S CHOICE
Microchip: 956000011137419
Isn't Kira a little sweetheart! Kira is a sweet, friendly girl with the softest coat you
will ever pat! She showed us just how excellent she is to handle on lead and will
make a great addition to her new forever family. Kira is super excited to finally find
her new home and will absolutely love somewhere with some space to run around
and play and will enjoy going on fun walkies. We think Kira may be okay to live as
an only dog or may enjoy the company of another medium/large doggo friend and
children 5 years and older.
Kira has Pannus requiring daily eyedrops, these are easy to do and she enjoys a
treat for being so good, Kira will benefit from routine dental care to maintain her
teeth, speak to out Adoption team to find out more about this sweet girl.

Nixon
Age: 3 years old (whelped 24 Jul 2019)
Racing Name: ASTON NIXON
Microchip: 956000011153612
Nixon is a friendly little fella with lots of love to give! This beautiful young fella is
quite a personable boy who will enjoy getting lots of love from his forever family!
Nixon is super excited to move into his new home and will absolutely love going
for nice walkies and lots and lots of pats. We think Nixon may be to live as an only
doggo or may enjoy the company of another medium/large canine friend and
children 5 years and older. Nixon would appreciate some quiet time to settle into
your home as he has been recently desexed.

Harrison
Age: 4 years old (whelped 13 Mar 2018)
Racing Name: HURRY HARRY
Microchip: 956000009481533
Harrison the handsome boy is ready for adoption! We found Harrison to be a very
friendly and personable doggo and we just know he will flourish in a new home.
There are a few requirements for his new home, first, is the biggest and softest
bed in existence, second, the yummiest treats possible and finally, the funnest
walkies ever! Not too much to ask for this beautiful boy. We think Harrison would
best be suited to a home either by himself or with another greyhound and children
5 years and older. Harrison would appreciate some quiet time to settle into your
home as he has been recently desexed.

Roxy
Age: 2 years old (whelped 04 Apr 2020)
Racing Name: MATCHBOX LADY
Microchip: 956000012114109
Roxy is a friendly, outgoing, confident, personable and affectionate girl. Roxy has
the most soft as silk coat. Roxy will benefit from attending greyhound social walks,
where she may walk with other breeds and learn that not all dogs look like
greyhounds! Roxy may do OK living with or without a canine pal of medium/large
size and children aged 5 years old and over. Roxy would appreciate some quiet
time to settle into your home as she has been recently desexed
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Maisy
Age: 2 years old (whelped 31 Oct 2019)
Racing Name: RAMBLING SPIRIT
Microchip: 956000009480530
Check out the groovy ears on Maisy! Maisy is a friendly and affectionate young girl
and still has her puppyish nature! We think Maisy is just the prettiest girl ever and
will absolutely love the attention of her new fam! Maisy is super excited to find her
new forever home and she is hoping her new family will take her for fun walkies
and give her lots of toys to play with. We think Maisy may be okay on her own or
may also suit a household with a medium or large doggo friend and children aged
5 years and older. Maisy has recently been desexed and would appreciate some
quiet time in her new home.

Ibis
Age: 3 years old (whelped 08 Jun 2019)
Racing Name: INDY IBIS
Microchip: 956000006674990
No not that kind of ibis, this sweet girl is nothing like the bin chickens! Ibis is a
friendly and personable girl and we think she is well ready to venture out into the
big wide world and find her new forever home. She is the most beautiful brindle
colour and has a nice soft coat, we hear she loves being brushed and getting nice
scratches on her neck! Ibis would love some new friends who can take her for fun
walkies and run around the backyard doing zoomies with her! Ibis thinks other
dogs are kind of cool, but only big doggos, so she may suit living with a medium or
large friend! She may also be okay living with children 5 years and older. Ibis has
a mild heart murmur that requires no special care or attention and she can be
treated as normal, she has been recently desexed and would appreciate some
quiet time to settle into her new home.
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Greyhounds Available 3rd September 2022
All greyhounds adopted from GAP are desexed, vaccinated, microchipped, wormed, and health checked. During the
foster process, they quickly and easily make the transition from being a racing animal to pet.
GAP Source Number: BR100399

The following greyhounds are all best suited to children 5 to 10yrs
and prefer the company of another dog. (PINK GROUP)
Please note: There are no cat tolerant greyhounds available today.
The greyhounds in attendance today will go to the first suitable family.

Reg
Age: 4 years old (whelped 18 Mar 2018)
Racing Name: WALK ME HOME
Microchip: 956000009479609
Reg is a happy, confident and outgoing boy who loves his walks and would be
over the moon to find a home with another medium or large canine companion
who would like to play with him. Reg loves his toys and he has excelled in foster
care. Reg may be happiest in a home with children aged 5 years plus and a
backyard to run in.

Mate
Age: 5 years old (whelped 07 May 2017)
Racing Name: CHIPS AN' CHEESE
Microchip: 956000004891169
Mate is a 4 year old superstar who is friendly, personable and outgoing. He may
suit living in a home with full time workers and children aged 5 years or over. Mate
may be happy on his own or with another medium or large canine companion. He
may even suit apartment living. Yay for Mate!
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Greyhounds Available 3rd September 2022
All greyhounds adopted from GAP are desexed, vaccinated, microchipped, wormed, and health checked. During the
foster process, they quickly and easily make the transition from being a racing animal to pet.
GAP Source Number: BR100399

The following greyhounds are all best suited to children 10 yrs and
over and don’t need the company of another dog. (PURPLE GROUP)
Please note: There are no cat tolerant greyhounds available today.
The greyhounds in attendance today will go to the first suitable family.

Reggie
Age: 6 years old (whelped 20 May 2016)
Racing Name: BUSHMANS DESTINY
Microchip: 956000004251932
You know what Reggie loves? Treats, toys and pats! As treats are the most
amazing thing in the world to Reggie, he doesn't like to share them with anyone
else. For this reason he is not suitable for a home with children. He's an outgoing,
happy boy. He can be a bit of a boof, in the nicest possible way, so no frail owners
or small children for this chap. He has been living as a pet for the last 18 months
and has returned to our care through no fault of his own.

Jess
Age: 3 years old (whelped 22 Jun 2019)
Microchip: 956000011152155
Jess is a lovely, personable, submissive girl who can be a little anxious at times.
She does get excited around other dogs and is a rather enthusiastic player so
would be better suited to a home without small dogs. She might be happy living in
a home with children aged 10 years and above. Jess is not suitable for an
apartment.

Cairn
Age: 5 years old (whelped 11 Nov 2016)
Racing Name: POSTERIOR CHAIN
Microchip: 956000004507067
Cute Cairn has been waiting for 165 days to find his forever home. Wow. No
wonder he feels a bit sad. He would be much happier on a couch than in our
kennels.
Cairn is a quiet boy who is happy to do his own thing. He is fine living with full time
workers. He is undemanding of attention and is just looking for a comfy bed and a
daily walk. He would likely be ok with children aged 10 or over.
Let's get this long term stay dog the family he deserves! Give us a call on
57990166 to find out more.
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Frank
Age: 4 years old (whelped 19 Aug 2018)
Racing Name: BLAZIN' POPPY
Microchip: 956000006660685
Frank has been waiting for 238 days for his forever home. Poor lovely Franky why won't anyone adopt this boy?
Frank has spent some time in foster care and did really well. He is super
affectionate so if you a love a dog who knows how to love you back, Frank is your
boy! He can jump up to give cuddles so he's not suitable for a home with small
children or elderly people. He is comfortable living with full time workers.
Let's get this boy into the home he deserves. Give us a call on 57990166 to find
out more!

Bird
Age: 2 years old (whelped 26 Oct 2019)
Racing Name: BIG BIRD ROSE
Microchip: 956000011104625
Poor Bird hurt his legs and he has been in our care for 212 days while he
recovered - he is now ready for his forever home! His carer says he is "a lovely
guy; very easy to manage, and has been quiet and polite to everyone he meets".
Big Bird would likely be fine in a home with full time workers, and with children
aged 10 or older. He walks beautifully on the lead.
Let's get this long term stay boy adopted - please give us a call on 57990166 to
find out more!
(Special needs Bird, he was a little foolish, full of enthusiasm he ran into a tree
and has had some issues with his hind legs, he enjoys gentle exercise, talk to our
Adoption team to see if he is the right one for you.)

Missy
Age: 3 years old (whelped 11 Jun 2019)
Racing Name: SCREAM WEAVER
Microchip: 956000011109876
Meet Missy! She is a young girl bursting with personality. She loves to play and
she will make you laugh with her hilarious antics! She would be best suited to a
home with a backyard as she loves to play. She may be suitable to live on her
own, but she might also appreciate a playful medium or large canine companion
too! Missy may be happy to live with kids aged 10 plus, and full time workers.
Missy has completed some extra behavioural rehabilitation training and is now
ready for adoption! Missy has a mild heart murmur, she requires no special care
and can exercise as normal

Huss
Age: 5 years old (whelped 15 Jul 2017)
Racing Name: G'DAY MUSCLES
Microchip: 956000009519887
How funny is this goofy fella! Huss is a friendly and outgoing boy with just the
happiest personality ever. Huss is a super fun dog and is very excited to find his
new forever family and settle into a new home. Huss has done some special work
with the team here at GAP where he has been working on his social skills. We are
stoked with Huss' progress and believe he will do amazing things living a pet life!
Huss may be okay to live as an only dog or with another medium or large sized
doggo friend and may also suit living with children 10 years and older. We also
think Huss would live his best life at a home with a backyard so he has plenty of
space to run and do mega zooooooomies!
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Maz
Age: 2 years old (whelped 07 Dec 2019)
Racing Name: MOGAMBO MAGIC
Microchip: 956000011147140
Maz is a gorgeous young girl with the most unique coat colouring! She's also a bit
of a pocket rocket! Maz is a very playful and happy girl who would be best suited
to a home with a backyard. She would love to find a family who will play games
with her and include her in the family. She may be happy to live with or without
another medium or large canine companion and children aged 10 years and over.
Maz is a little special needs as she has Discoid Lupus Erythematous (DLE), an
autoimmune disease and Corns. This means she can occasionally get a crusty
nose if out in the sun too much, and Maz comes with 2 Honey boot for her front
feet, she occasionally is sore on one from a prior corn, talk to our Adoption team
to see if this sweet girl would suit your family.. Maz has completed some extra
behavioural rehabilitation training and is now ready for adoption!

Jay Jay
Age: 3 years old (whelped 08 Oct 2018)
Racing Name: AGENT BILL
Microchip: 956000006666662
Jay Jay is a quiet fellow who loves nothing more than lazing in the sunshine. Jay
Jay is proud to report he walks lovely on the lead. Jay Jay can be a bit of introvert
at times and would like a quiet lifestyle however does love to play with soft toys.
Jay Jay has been through our onsite Behavioural Rehabilitation Program where
he has been socialised with lots of different breeds of dog. He may find it best to
live as an only dog or with a greyhound pal, he may find small children too much
for him and may be best living with children aged 15 years or older.

Thunder
Age: 4 years old (whelped 14 Oct 2017)
Racing Name: THURSDAY THUNDER
Microchip: 956000005418114
Meet Thunder! He is back from foster care where he had a great time and he has
learned so much. His favourite treat is cheese, his favourite toys are bouncy balls
and squeakers, and he isn't a fan of barky dogs. Thunder is a friendly, sweet and
independent boy who may be happy to live in a home with or without another
medium or large canine companion and children aged 15 years and over.

Basil
Age: 4 years old (whelped 16 Dec 2017)
Racing Name: ZOMBIE HUNTER
Microchip: 956000004915900
Basil thinks he is brave like a Zombie hunter, although he much rather be hanging
relaxing with his humans and getting pats. Basil has been out to foster for a few
weeks learning all the ways of pet life. We found out through his foster home, that
although Basil enjoys chilling inside, he is just as happy, if not happier outside. So
may require a backyard to laze in the sun. Basil is looking for a home with or
without a canine pal of medium/large size and children aged 15 years and older.
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Bound
Age: 2 years old (whelped 07 Dec 2019)
Racing Name: ALL INN BOUND
Microchip: 956000012205176
Look at that goofy face! Bound is 100% in everything he does! He has a big heart
and loves everyone he meets! He is an enthusiastic fella who will keep you smiling
with his antics. He may be happy to live in a home with or without another medium
or large canine companion and children 10 years and older. Bound has recently
been desexed and would appreciate some quiet time in his new home.

Socks
Age: 4 years old (whelped 05 Sep 2017)
Racing Name: GOLDEN YEARS
Microchip: 956000004927037
Socks is very strong boy who is super active and playful. A very friendly and
confident lad who's tail does not stop wagging. Due to how boisterous he is, he'd
best suit an active home with a yard and children 15+. Socks is on fish oil
capsules for a few weeks, we will provide these for his adoption as he has had dry
skin, this is resolving well, he is a bit of a bald boy in places, Bald Thigh
information is provided in his adoption pack as greyhounds are prone to this.

Kenny
Age: 1 year old (whelped 19 Oct 2020)
Microchip: 956000009477856
Beautiful Kenny came in with his sister Barbie and we have to say he's as cute as
you'll ever see! He is a looking for a home with a backyard because he loves to
play and have fun in the sun! He loves treats and should be an easy boy to teach
some tricks to. He may be happy to live with children 10 years plus and full time
workers. He would be better suited to a home without small dogs as he can be a
bit enthusiastic sometimes!

Susan
Age: 2 years old (whelped 11 Jul 2020)
Racing Name: JAPIKA JAY
Microchip: 956000013060834
Susan is a sweet young girl with a lot of love to give! She is very affectionate and
friendly and likes to jumps up for cuddles and kisses! Susan is quite an active girl,
she just loooooves doing zoomies so we think that she would do best at a home
with a backyard and plenty of room to run. Susan may be okay on her own or may
enjoy another canine friend to play with and run around with and may also be okay
with children 10 years and older.
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Kelly
Age: 8 years old (whelped 10 May 2014)
Racing Name: KELLY HOOK
Microchip: 956000003657766
Kelly is a quiet, calm and friendly girl who is good to walk on the lead and easy to
have around. She may be suited to apartment living and may be happy to share a
home with children aged 10 years and over. As an older lady, she would be better
suited to a home where she is an only dog, or with another male greyhound for
company. Kelly has recently been desexed and would appreciate some quiet time
in her new home.

Hedgehog
Age: 4 years old (whelped 08 Jun 2018)
Racing Name: MEEHAN TOMMY
Microchip: 956000009479601
Doesn't Hedgehog have just the cutest name? This dude is a very sweet, friendly,
and enthusiastic chap who is so excited for his next chapter in life. He may suit
living in a home with or without another medium or large canine companion and
children aged 10 years and over.

Hunter
Age: 4 years old (whelped 09 Jan 2018)
Racing Name: ZIPPING HUNTER
Microchip: 956000009592802
Look at the smiiley grin on Hunter! Hunter is a sweet and friendly boy with a super
positive outlook on life! Hunter is not like his name suggest, he is very personable
and affectionate and loves a big cuddle. A nice soft bed and the yummiest of
treats are the two things Hunter is looking for in his new home and would love a
new forever family that will take him on long walkies too! We think Hunter may be
okay as an only doggo or may enjoy living with another medium/large doggy friend
and children 10 years and older. Hunter entered GAP with a history of an issue
with his right leg, he has had no issues in our care, talk to the Adoption team to
learn more about this sweet boy.

Zanfrey
Age: 3 years old (whelped 05 Nov 2018)
Racing Name: ZANFREY BALE
Microchip: 956000006805046
A cool name for a cool dude! Zanfrey is a super friendly fawn boy with a super
positive outlook on life! He just absolutely loves people and would do anything for
a pat and a cuddle and would love a new forever family to give him all this and
more. Zanfrey is a big fella, so he can be a bit strong, but we've seen how smart
he is and we think he will learn super quick! Zanfrey is a zoomies champion and
will need a nice backyard at his new home to do all the zoomies in the world! We
think he may be okay to go as an only dog or may be okay with a medium or
larged sized doggo friend and children 10 years and older. Zanfrey has recently
been desexed and would appreciate some quiet time in his new home.
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Trevor
Age: 2 years old (whelped 15 Apr 2020)
Racing Name: TREVOR REIKO
Microchip: 956000012138183
How sweet is this little fella! Trevor is a quiet and personable boy who can be a bit
anxious/timid at times. We think Trevor will do wonders in a new home with a new
forever family who can allow him a bit of time to settle into his new environment
and the crazy big wide world outside. Trevor may be okay on his own or with
another medium or large doggo friend! He may also be okay with children 10
years and older and would best suit a quiet household. Trevor has recently been
desexed and would appreciate some quiet time in his new home.

Matt
Age: 2 years old (whelped 14 Sep 2019)
Racing Name: CAWBOURNE MARTO
Microchip: 956000007839780
BIg fella Matt is actually a secret softie! This guy absolutely loves leaning in for
pats and he has the softest coat in the world. Matt is very sweet, personable and
at times quite excitable but he is very good at controlling himself and is great to
handle on the lead. Matt is such a happy boy his tail swings around like a
helicopter, whoosh! Matt told us he is super excited to meet his new forever family
and cannot wait to have long naps in a big soft bed. We think Matt may be okay as
an only dog or may do well with some medium/large canine company and children
10 years and older. Matt would appreciate some quiet time to settle in as he was
recently desexed. Matt would appreciate some quiet time to settle in as he was
recently desexed, Matt has a mild heart murmur, this does not effect him and he
can be treated as normal.

Katie
Age: 2 years old (whelped 08 Feb 2020)
Racing Name: SUGAR HIT KATIE
Microchip: 956000012142414
Katie is a lovely pretty young lady who has spent the last 8 months in a home. She
is ready for re-adoption through no fault of her own. She is a very easy to manage,
quiet and sweet dog who may suit an older owner. She may also be happy to live
with children age 10 years and over. She would be best suited to a home where
her new owners are home some of the time or she is housed with another medium
or large canine companion.
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